


The Log Scaler is a must-have for any log operation, and 
is the ideal tool for handling all of your log yard activies. 
This comprehensive program is built upon nearly 40 years 
of experience and refinements - scaling loads, transferring 
logs, and building sales has never been easier, giving you 
complete control when building your log inventory.

The Log Scaler can download all load information to the
YYardmaster 2020 Log System, via a wireless network. 
The wireless Log Scaler is the fastest and most efficient 
method to update your inventory, sales, and inventory 
consumptions in real time. It transmits your information 
to the host Yardmaster 2020 Log System, and allows 
real-time updates to inventory levels for all users to 
view. The Log Scaler allows for the most efficient and 
accurate inventory possible for your operation.accurate inventory possible for your operation.

Efficient and Effective Log Scaling
Scale Vendor and Tract loads
Record notes and cutbacks

Apply pricing to logs while scaling
Scan logs for orders in real-time

Build consume lists
Compatible with wireless scannersCompatible with wireless scanners

Compatible with:   Armor 16 Android Handheld
Sends To:            Yardmaster 2020 Log System                                                       
Reports?:                                                           Yes
Tags?:                                     Tagged/Untagged
Inventory Processes:                                          5
Downloading Methods:      Wired and Wireless     
YYardmaster Update Invervals:         Real-Time
System Compatibility:                       Android 12
Touch Sensitive Features:                              Yes PRODUCT FEATURES

Scale incoming Vendor Loads faster than 
ever with the industry standard Log Scaler.

Enter the length and diameter of a log with ease.
Fulfill log shipments and sales with
the Log Scaler™ Program.

Scale a Load: Receive Vendor or Tract-Based Loads, recording Class, 
Species, Grade, and Pricing for scaled logs.

Cutbacks: Make length edits to scaled logs on the fly.

Custom Pricing: Enter your custom pricing, retaining multiple lists for 
every species and grade combination.

Vendor Lists: Enter Vendors and store them for incoming loads.

CCreate a Sale: Create a log sale and add logs to it in real time. This sale 
can be downloaded to the Yardmaster System to complete.

Consume Logs: Add logs to a consume process as they’re run through 
your sawmill and remove them from inventory.

Transfer Logs: Move logs from from Yard to another.

Inventory Reconciliation: Scan your available inventory of logs and get 
an accurate report comparing results to your recorded inventory.
This information can be used to This information can be used to reconcile any issues. 


